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Abstract Future Internet technology supports content adaptation to improve the QoS / QoE
in a heterogeneous environment. The adaptation process removes partial data to meet either
receiver capability or network capability. The process of adaptation is efficient when it is
performed in the network rather than in the sender side or receiver end. In-network adap-
tation is performed by intelligent intermediate devices, which implement Content Aware
Network and Content Centric Network, to process the contents. The adaptation decision
taking module requires prior knowledge about end devices, network capacity and content’s
meta-data to decide the extraction points. This paper proposes a model to signal the ter-
minal, network and media capabilities with the intermediate devices. The proposed model
reduces the number of messages exchanged between end devices, intermediate devices and
media server during session creation. Additionally, this method proposes a way to signal
network dynamics such as change in bandwidth and buffer space with the intermediate
devices to improve the video quality with the available resources. The proposed session sig-
naling scheme is developed by extending traditional Session Initiation Protocol and Session
Description Protocol and tested for suitability using virtual networking environment.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, video based communications are involved in almost all human activities such
as meeting, chatting, entertainment, medical treatments, and many more. These activities
mainly use the Internet as a media for transmitting the user data. Most commonly used
multimedia applications over the Internet are video conferencing, video-on-demand, IPTV,
telemedicine, etc. In such applications, user produces and transmits the media contents
over the network to another user, who is acting as a consumer. The comfort in video com-
munication increases with, quality of the video, reduced streaming delay and seamless
transmission. However in these applications, the devices used are heterogeneous in display,
processing and streaming capacities. In the same way, network used also has bandwidth
limitation and packet processing issues. In addition to these constraints, video formats used
by the devices also vary from device to device. This heterogeneity in device capabilities
leads to quality degradation and hence poor user satisfaction. These factors influence the
overall QoS and QoE of video communication over the Internet. Majority of the challenges
involved in streaming video over heterogeneous environment are well handled by the lay-
ered video coding, where partial removal of contents form valid video bit-stream is done.
Adapting video to a required level, serves the heterogeneous device requirements [39].
Scalable Video Coding (SVC) is one such layered coding technique and an extension to
H.264/AVC [33].

Current Internet supports, receiver and sender driven adaptation methods at end devices
and server side respectively. In receiver-driven approach, the content is adapted by the
receiving device just before displaying it. In sender-driven method, user signals the device
capabilities while creating the session, accordingly sender adapts the content and streams
the adapted content over the Internet. Both approaches are suitable for one-to-one commu-
nication than the multicast communication, where multiple receiving devices and quality
requirements make the adaptation and streaming complex. This can be simplified by per-
forming the adaption within the network i.e. at intermediate devices to reduce the bandwidth
consumption. Also, in-network adaptation [14, 23] reduce processing overhead of both,
sender and receiver and it helps in improving quality of the video contents with network
dynamics [18]. This can be realized only when intermediate devices are intelligent to adapt
the contents based on terminal and network capabilities, resource availability and network
conditions. Such intelligent intermediate devices are proposed in the Future Internet Archi-
tecture (FIA) [22], where devices are capable of processing and routing the packets based
on the contents flow through it.

Future Internet Architecture (FIA) implements Content Aware Networking (CAN) and
Content Centric Networking (CCN) methods [4, 13]. These enable intermediate devices
with intelligent features such as adaptation and content based routing. The Media Aware
Network Element (MANE) [1, 15] is a proposed intelligent intermediate device in FIA
for multimedia communication. MANE decides the extraction points and removes the
unwanted layers to meet the requirements of heterogeneous user devices and networks. Ter-
minal properties such as display resolution, frame rate support, processing capacity, power
availability and region of interest and network resource details such as bandwidth, maximum
and minimum bitrate, helps in deciding the number of layers that need to be delivered to
an end device. Similarly, content properties like number of scalable layers and layer depen-
dency describe the video content. Hence, prior knowledge of terminal capacities, media
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properties and network capabilities need to be made available at decision taking module to
decide the number of layers to be extracted.

Currently available methods [2, 32, 38] for video adaptation and streaming are using
either embedded or static semantics for describing the meta-data, which are not suitable for
a real-time application having dynamic change in the resource requirements. Communica-
tion in the current system starts with session initiation and is followed by meta-data sharing
and video streaming. During session initiation phase, the communicating parties exchange
packets of Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [31] and Session Description Protocol (SDP)
[16], then create the sessions for each peer in the case of multicast scenario. Later, meta-
data of the contents are shared with the intermediate devices, where adaptation takes place
through the established connection. Hence, meta-data remains static for a session. If at all
meta-data needs update, then the session has to be re-created, which leads to quality degra-
dation and makes available methods not suitable for real-time communications. In addition,
resource management becomes problematic, as multiple sessions need to be maintained by
the media server, where multiple connections are maintained for the same content stream-
ing. This motivated us to come up with a new signaling technique to signal the static and
dynamic meta-data for a multicast session.

This paper proposes a model to exchange terminal and network capabilities and video
meta-data with the intermediate devices. This model extends available features of SIP and
SDP. The media description attribute of SDP is used for customization, where user can
describe about media, receiving capabilities and network resource requirements for a ses-
sion. SIP supports negotiation of resources required in the network and end devices before
committing a session.

The paper is organized as follows: brief background is provided in Sections 2 and 3
discusses the literature, Section 4 describes proposed model, Section 5 overviews of our
implementation. The experimental setup and results are detailed in Section 6. Finally,
Section 7 presents conclusion and briefly mentions our future plans.

2 Background

Brief overview on Layered video coding, Future Internet and Session creation using SIP
and SDP are presented in this section. These concepts are the base for our proposed model.
The readers familiar with these may prefer to continue reading Section 3.

2.1 Layered video coding - scalable video coding (SVC)

The video can be coded using multiple description coding and layered coding. In Multiple
Description Coding (MDC) [6, 41], each description guarantees a basic level of reconstruc-
tion quality of the source media content and every additional description can further improve
the quality. Layered video coding, encodes the video in the form of one base layer and mul-
tiple enhancement layers. The base layer provides basic level of video quality and further
refinement can be done using enhancement layers.

SVC is one of the layered video coding techniques that provides adaptation ready video
data, which addresses the challenges in having common video formats for heterogeneous
receiving devices. It reduces the bandwidth consumption unlike streaming multiple video
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format having same video contents over the network. Also, network dynamics will have less
impact on video quality due to in-network on the fly video adaptation [24].

SVC generates a base and many enhancement layers to meet multiple frame rates, resolu-
tions and quality (SNR) levels of heterogeneous devices and network capabilities. It makes
use of temporal, spatial and quality scalability modes to generate multiple layers. The base
layer is coded independently and each enhancement layer is coded in reference to previous
layers. Therefore, only a single bit-stream is generated but parts of it can be extracted in
such a way that the resulting sub-stream forms another valid bit-stream for a given decoder,
as shown in Fig. 1.

The extractor is an intermediate device to perform adaptation [36]. Adaptation Deci-
sion Module (ADM) and Extraction Module are main components of an extractor. ADM
decides the extraction points based on the end device and network capability information
available at the extractor. Accordingly, extractor removes the scalable layer to form adapted
video bit-stream. The extractor is an intelligent networking device, it acquires dynamic net-
work conditions and availability of the network resources while taking the decision. Finally,
adapted video bit-stream is transmitted over the network. To ease the network transmission
and adaptation, SVC uses packetization through Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) [42],
which generates NAL units having header and video data. The header shares the scalable
video details such as temporal, spatial, and quality level, dependency information, profile
and level metrics. These are used by the ADM and extractor to identify and extract the
unwanted scalable video layers.

The latter said features of SVC make it a natural choice for multicasting the video data
in a heterogeneous environment. Additionally, one video format for all types of receiving
devices solve the problems of having multiple video formats such as storage space and
multiple encoders at media server.

2.2 Future internet architecture

In general, the Internet is becoming CCN and CAN [29], which enable new services,
scalable and trusted multimedia content delivery, enriching the QoS in the network and
terminals. In CAN, the devices are intelligent to differentiate the communication based

Fig. 1 Scalable video adaptation for heterogeneous environment [27]
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on the content [17]. When content is audio visual, then these intermediate devices should
assign high priority based on the type of multimedia communication such as video stream-
ing, video conferencing, live streaming and telemedicine. The CCN has evolved to make
the data independent of both logical address (Ex. IP address) and location. Here, rout-
ing devices route the packets based on the content. FIA is a new paradigm to implement
CCN and CAN, and improve efficiency and effectiveness of the communication in the
network [4].

Layered model of FIA is demonstrated in Fig. 2. The infrastructure layer is the physical
network consisting of interconnecting devices with limited intelligence and functionality.
The users, who produce and consume (prosumer) contents are connected to infrastructure
layer. Distributed Content/ Service Aware overlay includes Content Aware nodes, which
are intelligent to process the contents that flow through them. These devices can mon-
itor quality of the contents and have the capacity to improve the quality by processing
the contents. The information related to content, consumer and producer can be stored
and used locally for improving the QoS/QoE. The Information/Service overlay is used
for content indexing, content adaptation, caching and optimal delivery. This layer is cre-
ated dynamically based upon the application and services. The highest application overlay
implements network applications such as multimedia communication, telemedicine and web
services.

Fig. 2 Future Content Centric Internet Architecture [29]
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MANEs [1] are CAN-enabled routers and associated managers, offering content-aware
and context-aware Quality of Service/Experience, security and monitoring features, in
cooperation with other elements of FIA. In general, content-aware MANEs can offer multi-
media storage, dynamic content adaptation and dynamically combining multiple multimedia
contents from various sources. Moreover, information of the underlying network condi-
tions/characteristics can be utilized by cross-layer control modules to adapt the multimedia
streams in the delivery path.

The video data coded using SVC can be transmitted effectively over FIA, where devices
such as MANE adapt the contents on the fly. As CCN and CAN are enabled in the inter-
mediate devices, they can access the SVC NAL units for fetching the content details and
deliver the content according to the context.

2.3 Session creation using SIP and SDP

The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), is an application-layer control (signaling) protocol
for creating, modifying and terminating the session with one or more participants. SIP invi-
tations are used to create sessions and carry session descriptions that allow participants to
agree on a set of compatible media types. SIP makes use of intermediate device called proxy
server to route the session requests to the user’s current location, authenticate and authorize
users for different services, implement provider call-routing policies and provide features
to users such as registration, redirect services and access control. The SIP messages can be
encapsulated in UDP, TCP, SCTP, IPv4 and IPv6 to transmit over the Internet.

The SIP eases signaling and data transmission by separating them into control and data
plane respectively. SIP signaling and data packets are transmitted as shown in the Fig. 3.
Signaling packets traverse through control-plane and locate the participating peers. Later,
connection is established through data-plane. Control-plane consists of SIP proxy servers,
which forward the session initiation through the paths and maintains all the devices regis-
tered for SIP communication. The Data plane is an underlying IP network, hence IP routing
takes place for forwarding the data from source to destination.

Fig. 3 SIP Signaling and Media Data Transmission [31]
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Fig. 4 SIP Call Flow [31]

Figure 4 illustrates call flow used by the SIP to signal creation and termination of a ses-
sion. Initially, the session creator generates SIP INVITE message, where the session and
content requested is described using the Session Description Protocol (SDP). SIP Proxy
server is an intermediate device to route the packet towards receiver. Proxy server locates
the receiving devices, calculates the end-to-end path and forwards the messages along the
path. Receiver acknowledges the invitation with 200 OK message to indicate that message
has been delivered at the destination successfully if available, else signals ‘busy’ back to the
session creator. After creating the session, actual media transmission takes place between
SIP parties. For updating the session details, SIP UPDATE message is used. Finally, ter-
mination of the session can be initiated by any participant, where BYE message signals
terminate the procedure.

SIP conveys available multimedia session and description of the media session through
SDP to all devices in the network. The purpose of SDP is to detail and negotiate the parame-
ters while announcing and update the session. The description is divided into three sections
- session, timing and media description. The structure of the SDP message is as shown in
Table 1. Server describes the media content and resources required for joining a session and
participating peers use these descriptions to take decision on joining the session. The sec-
tion session, describes user information such as session name, ID and originators contact
details and address. Time section shares starting time, stopping time and duration of the
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Table 1 SDP message format
[31] Session description:

v = (protocol version number, currently only 0)

o = (originator, id, version number, network address)

s = (session name )

i =* (session title or short information)

u =* (URI of description)

e =* (zero or more email address)

p =* (zero or more phone number)

c =* (connection information)

One or more Time descriptions (”t=” and ”r=” lines; see below)

z =* (time zone adjustments)

k =* (encryption key)

a =* (zero or more session attribute lines)

Zero or more Media descriptions (each one starting by an ”m=” line)

Time description (mandatory):

t = (time the session is active)

r =* (zero or more repeat times)

Media description:

m = (media name and transport address)

i =* (media title or information field)

c =* (connection information)

k =* (encryption key)

a =* (zero or more media attribute lines)

session with the participating peers. The media section details the properties of media data
such as IP address, port number, protocol and codec used.

Attribute lines in session and media section allows user to define additional details related
to media contents, session resource and network requirements. This helps in extending the
core protocol to meet different multimedia applications. The attribute information improve
the resource allocation at participating peers by describing the requirements in detail.

3 Literature Survey

There are few notable methods, which are proposed in literature on signaling network prop-
erties. A special packet named Interest Packet is proposed in [21] to describe the content.
The packet uses semantic technique to reduce the packet size and signal the meta-data. This
method limits the application to signal only content descriptions. The federated network
management is the new paradigm for managing the networks in Future Internet [9, 19, 34].
In these papers, the need of inter-domain networking, network infrastructure coordination,
service monitoring and dynamic agreements to improve the end-to-end communications
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are explained. The articles [10, 25] propose methods to negotiate the network capabilities
for a media communication. Once the resources are allocated, the media streamed and the
resource allocated cannot be altered dynamically. A cache based dynamic signaling method
is developed in [11], which affects the quality of video while updating the caches in inter-
mediate devices. Similarly, a high level program abstraction based agent is used for sharing
the network information in [12], where agents are used for exchanging the meta-data.

A considerable amount of work has been carried in the area of Dynamic Adaptive
Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [35]. The in-network adaptation in CCN [26, 30] is devel-
oped on the basis of DASH. Here, XML-based Media Presentation description is used to
signal the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) of media to the clients. The URI locates media
having different bitrate, resolution and codec characteristics. Clients stream the media based
on the their capabilities. TheMPEG-21 Digital Item Adaptation (DIA) [5, 38, 40] is a frame-
work proposed to share the content meta-data through out-of band signaling technique. This
method is extended to signal video meta-data and source specific details in [3, 7, 8, 27,
37]. The main problem with MPEG-21 DIA is delay in processing the XML or BSD based
files.

The SDP based meta-data sharing methods are proposed in [2, 20, 28, 32]. In [32], a
method is proposed to signal decoding dependency of different media descriptions with
the same media through SDP. The model discussed is suitable for both MDC and lay-
ered coding media bit-stream. Here, media description field of SDP is used to describe
the decoding dependency information. Network and media capability negotiation using
SDP is proposed in [2]. The model is backward compatible with SDP, it specifies how
to provide attributes and transport protocols as capabilities and framework for negotiating
those parameters. Similarly, [20, 28] describe a model to signal source specific informa-
tion and media data details to ease the transmission and processing of media contents
respectively. These related works provide details of customizing the SDP for a specific
purpose.

4 Proposed Signaling method

This section presents design of a signaling and session creation method for layered video
communication over Future Internet. Figure 5 demonstrates a typical multicast streaming
topology. The end devices heterogeneity is depicted using smart phone, laptop, personal
computer and LCD monitor. The capabilities of these devices vary by display resolution,
frame-rate, processing capacity and power availability. The media server maintains and
manages RAW video sequences. It is capable of generating layered video and streaming
the same through the network. MANEs are the FIA proposed intermediate devices that per-
form adaptation processes. The architecture of MANE is as shown in the Fig. 5. Scalable
video bit-stream is received by the MANE and generates adapted video bit-stream from it.
Here, MANE-1 is expected to generate two adapted video streams, where one stream is for-
warded to MANE-2 and the other is delivered to MANE-3. MANE-3 is having HD TV-1 as
one of the receivers, which expects highest available quality, hence all the layers of scalable
video stream needs to be delivered to MANE-3 and adapted stream delivered to MANE-2.
To carry out this operation, MANE-1 need to know capability details of receiving devices
and network connected to it. Communicating these information during session creation is
the aim of this proposed work.
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Fig. 5 Multicast Streaming network Topology

4.1 Signaling capabilities through SDP

The proposed signaling scheme considers SDP protocol for describing the terminal, network
and media properties. There are many RFCs such as RFC 4568, 4574, 5939 and 6871,
which extend the features of SDP to describe application dependent parameters. The method
proposed uses the flexibility of SDP in defining the parameters and exchange parameters
required for adaptation and streaming. These parameters are used by MANE devices, which
are capable of reading these parameters from SDP and store the same throughout the session.
The changes in the network and terminal capabilities can also be communicated through
SDP without altering the session.

The session, timing and media information of the proposed SDP message is as shown in
Table 2. The proposed work is concentrated on the attribute field as it supports new param-
eters to customize the sessions. Here, attribute field of the session information is used to
define the network capabilities such as Average Bitrate, Maximum Bitrate and bandwidth.
This field is also used for communicating the terminal capabilities such as Frame rate, reso-
lution, processing capacity and power level. Similarly, attribute fields of media description
is used to communicate Supplemental Enhancement Information (SEI) [33] between the
layered video encoder of the server and terminal’s video decoder to enhance the efficiency
of decoding. The attribute names for above parameters can be defined under “Specification
Required” policy of RFC 2434.
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Table 2 SDP message used in
proposed model Session description:

v = (protocol version number, currently only 0)

o = (originator, id, version number, network address)

s = (session name )

a =* (zero or more session attribute lines)

a = dispresolution: height = (Display Height); width =

(Display Width)

a = framerate: min-fps = (Minimum FPS); max-fps =

(Maximum FPS)

a = processcapacity: clock-speed = (CPU clock cycle in Hz)

a = battery: charge-level = (Value in percentage %)

a = networkcapacity: bandwidth = (Link BW); avg-bitrate =

(Average Bitrate); max-bitrate = (Maximum Bitrate)

Zero or more Media descriptions (each one starting by an ”m=” line)

Time description (mandatory):

t = (time the session is active)

Media description (mandatory for SVC video):

m = (media name and transport address)

a =* (zero or more media attribute lines)

a = framerate:(Media Framerate fps)

a = depend:” dependent-fmt SP dependency-tag (RFC 5583)

The terminal and network capabilities are signaled through SDP. The capability param-
eters communicated in the message are considered to be infrequent compared to media
related parameters. Here, few keywords are used in attribute field to classify the parameters
easily at MANE, client and server. MANE stores and uses these parameters for deciding the
extraction points. Some of the parameters considered in the proposed work are listed below:

– dispresolution: Defines the terminal display resolution using height and width
– framerate: The framerate supported by the end device. Here minimum and maximum

frame rate supported are signaled using min-fps and max-fps
– processcapacity: This field represents the processing capacity of the end device in terms

of clock-speed
– battery: The availability of power supply is initialized in the format of percentage to

charge-level field
– networkcapacity: Network capacity is measured by Average Bitrate, Maximum Bitrate

and link bandwidth. These are defined through bandwidth, avg-bitrate, andmax-bitrate.

Media segment of SDP is used to share the media specific parameters of layered video.
RFC 5583, RFC 6236 and RFC 5939 describes different possibilities of signaling media
meta-data. The proposed method uses those media attributes to describe SVC video content.
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Fig. 6 SIP Call Flow in Future Internet

4.2 Session Establishment using SIP

SIP protocol establish the session by exchanging SIP messages as discussed in the Sec-
tion 2.3. The proposed SIP call flow is as shown in the Fig. 6. Here, client devices (laptop
and HD TV) are connected to media server throughMANE. Client devices initiate or request
for the same video contents with a media server. The media server streams the video using
layered video coding and allows MANE to adapt the video on the fly.

The session creation starts with SIP INVITE message. Client devices create the SDP
packets to describe the terminal and network capabilities as explained in the Section 4.1.
Generated SDP is encapsulated in the SIP INVITE and then transmitted to MANE. The
received SIP INVITE are processed at MANE, where it maintains and uses these capa-
bility information for adaptation decisions. As MANE is an intelligent device, it generates a
new consolidated SIP INVITE instead of forwarding all received SIP INVITE to media
server. While describing terminal and network capabilities to media server, MANE com-
pares all received SDPs and selects the one which has highest requirements. Hence, MANE
forwards single SIP INVITE to create a session with media server. Once SIP INVITE
is received at media server, it acknowledges the invitation by sending 200 OK message
back to MANE, subsequently MANE acknowledges the client SIP INVITE messages.
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Here, 200 OK acknowledgment is used to piggyback the SEI data with MANE extractor
and client decoder. The main intention of SEI is to enhance the performance of an extrac-
tor and a decoder. Finally, session is confirmed by sending ACK message to MANE and
media server. In this method, session is created in such a way that, client to MANE is one
session and MANE to Media server is another session. The basic advantage of this model
is adapted video can be streamed to each end devices independently as adapted video will
have dynamic description.

Fig. 7 SIP and SDP packet parser
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Once session is created, media server starts streaming fully scalable video to MANE
using RTP/UDP streaming protocols. Scalable video is adapted based on terminal and net-
work capabilities available at MANE. Changes in the terminal or network capabilities are
signaled using SIP UPDATE. The SIP UPDATE can also be used to signal media meta-
data changes. This updates the adaptation decision taken by the MANE and modifies the
adapted video stream with a new decision. In these cases, the session need not be recreated
unlike traditional system.

The session can be terminated by either client or media server. Termination of the session
is signaled through SIP BYE. Then, devices start releasing resources allocated for the ses-
sion. The devices acknowledge the resource releasing with 200 OK message. Later, media
server also releases the resources and sends ACK message to all the peers participated in the
session.

5 Implementation details

The implementation of proposed session creation method is detailed in this section. Figure 7
illustrates the SIP and SDP packet parser implemented in the MANE. The rectangular boxes
represent functional modules implemented. The cylinder depicts the information-base used
to maintain the session descriptions belonging to each end device. Later, it is used by the
adaptation decision taking module. The arrows represent the flow of execution.

The packets received at Receiver are parsed by the Parser. Here, interest is on SIP and
SDP packets, hence details obtained by parsing the packets are analyzed for session details
by the Session Identifier. This module checks if session is new by looking into the Session
Information Base, where all sessions and participating peers’ details are maintained. If so,
the session detail is entered into Session Information Base as a new entry. In case multiple
SIP INVITE messages are received by the MANE, it compares the capabilities of each
session, that belong to the same video content. The highest capability details available in
Session Information Base are considered for sending to the media server. Accordingly, a
SIP INVITE message is generated by the MANE and sent to the media server by the
Sender.

The Receiver is capable of receiving acknowledgments and other responses such as
SIP BYE and 200 OK from the participating devices. In case of SIP UPDATE message,
Session Modifier modifies the existing session and forwards the SIP UPDATE to corre-
sponding devices through Sender. The Session Information Base keeps all details such as
network, terminal and media properties through the session. These entries are removed once
SIP BYE is received and parsed at MANE.

Pseudocode-1 showsMANE’s main module used for establishing the session by process-
ing SIP and SDPmessages. The important component is identifying the SIP packets and also
comparing the capability details with the available session details. When clients send SIP
INVITE to MANE, the session details in SIP INVITEmessage are different from device
to device, but the content they are interested is same. As MANE is a CAN enabled device,
content details are considered as unique details to traverse through the session information
base. For a matching content, corresponding terminal and network capabilities are read from
the information base and then compared with recently received SIP INVITE message.
The highest capability details are considered for signaling with media server. Accordingly
MANE creates new SIP INVITE packet to communicate with media server. In this way,
session is created and managed by the proposed SIP and SDP module.
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6 Experimental setup and results

This section gives the details of software used and network topology considered for the
experimentation. The results obtained from the experiments and observation derived from it
are discussed here. The proposed model is tested for availability of the meta-data at interme-
diate devices and media server in a multicast video streaming scenario. Figure 8 shows the
network topologies considered for testing performance of the proposed SIP and SDP based
session creation. Here, network topologies are created in a virtual platform using ESXi
hypervisor. We created bus, ring, star, tree mesh and random topologies. Each topology
consists of 9 nodes and 5 terminals, where Node-1 to Node-9 are the intelligent intermedi-
ate devices, Receiver-1 to 4 are receiving terminals, and sender-1 is the media server. The
devices are connected via virtual networks. The network uses Dijkstra’s algorithm to form
shortest path tree. The tree is formed considering sender as a root and same is shared with
all the nodes in the network. All the devices (Nodes, Receiver and Sender) are installed with
Ubuntu 14.04 operating system. The heterogeneous environment is created by configur-
ing Receiver-1 to 4 with different display resolution, frame-rate supported, RAM capacity,
memory size and processor as shown in Table 3.

The SIP and SDP modules are developed on python platform, which are used by the ter-
minals to create and the intermediate devices to process the SIP messages. A text-based SIP
and SDP message is generated from the modules implemented and then transmitted using
UDP/IP over the network. The Media server has video data which are of receivers’ inter-
est. Here, receivers initiate the session creation process by generating the SIP INVITE
message. This message is then sent to the directly connected node. The nodes use SIP and
SDP modules discussed in Section 4 to process the received SIP INVITE messages. If
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Fig. 8 Network topologies for the experimentation

modification required for the SIP message, nodes create the new message and forward to
next hop as proposed in Pseudocode 1. Then, node forwards the message towards media
server.

The proposed model is verified by creating a sample SDP message and then transmit-
ting the same through a SIP message. Here, all four Receivers request for a session with

Table 3 Heterogeneity in Receiving Devices

Devices / Resolution Framerate RAM Memory Size CPUs

Capabilities WidthxHeight (fps) (MB) (GB) (Number of cores)

Receiver - 1 800x600 18 512 16 1

Receiver - 2 1280x768 25 1024 80 2

Receiver - 3 1680x1050 40 2048 256 4

Receiver - 4 1856x1392 60 4096 1024 8
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Fig. 9 Total Number of hops taken by the SIP messages

the Sender. The video content requested by all the Receivers is same, hence all 4 requests
have the same video identification in the media section of SIP INVITEmessage. We have
derived the results for analyzing the performance and verifying the correctness of the pro-
posed model. It is observed that irrespective of any kind of topology used by the network,
media server receives one SIP INVITEmessage having highest requirements as proposed
model combines SIP messages at intermediate devices and generates a message. This helps
the server in maintaining one sessions instead of 4.

In Fig. 9 total hops taken by the SIP INVITE message are shown. Here, total hops
stands for the number of hops taken by all request messages. The results obtained show
that the links are utilized effectively, when compared to traditional mode. In the traditional

Fig. 10 Total network traffic due to SIP messages
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model all 4 session request messages are considered as independent and routed individually,
therefore more number of hops are visited by the messages. The proposed model combines
individual requests and makes a request from it.

The SDP message is created with all mandatory details along with the attribute parame-
ters discussed in the Section 4.1, then the same is encapsulated in a SIP INVITEmessage.
Hence, SIP INVITE message generated by the proposed model is of 272 bytes, which is
used for deriving the network traffic. Figure 10 demonstrates the total network traffic gen-
erated due to SIP messages. The results show that the proposed model creates less traffic
and hence improve the bandwidth utilization of the network.

From these results, it is observed that the network traffic is reduced by 40–50 % in
the proposed model of session establishment than the traditional model. Another important
observation is that the number of sessions maintained by the Sender is always one irrespec-
tive of number of receiving devices and topology. This enhances the performance of the
Sender and simplifies the process of video adaptation in the network.

7 Conclusion and future work

Multicast multimedia communication over the Future Internets will be the interest of both
user and provider in coming years. Here, important challenge is providing better QoS and
QoE by reducing the bandwidth consumption. In-network adaptation is the better alternate
to improve QoS/QoE in multicast multimedia communication over FIA. To enable adapta-
tion at intermediate devices such as MANE, prior knowledge about the participating peers
and network are required for deciding the extraction points and then adapting the contents.
This paper proposes a method of exchanging the terminal and network capability and media
content descriptions with intermediate devices as a prior knowledge. The method proposed
extends SIP and SDP standards for signaling SVC and adaptation related parameters. Here,
an in-band signaling method is developed, which uses the bandwidth of the network effec-
tively by making use of intermediate devices’ intelligence. From the experiment, it is proved
that the information received at MANEs are matching with the source generated informa-
tion. Also, server receives one copy out of many requests generated by multiple participants.
It is also proved that model reduces the network traffic by 40–50 % compared to traditional
signaling method. The plan for future work is to develop an adaptation module, which uses
these prior knowledge to decide extraction points and studying the performance of video
steaming.
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